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ABSTRACT
Symbol spotting problem requires feature extraction strategies able to generalize from training samples and to localize the target object while discarding
most part of the image. In the case of document analysis, symbol spotting techniques have to deal with a high variability of symbols’ appearance. In
this paper, we propose the Circular Blurred Shape Model descriptor. Feature extraction is performed capturing the spatial arrangement of significant
object characteristics in a correlogram structure. Shape information from objects is shared among correlogram regions, being tolerant to the irregular
deformations. Descriptors are learnt using a cascade of classifiers and Abadoost as the base classifier. Finally, symbol spotting is performed by means of
a windowing strategy using the learnt cascade over plan and old musical score documents. Spotting and multi-class categorization results show better
performance comparing with the state-of-the-art descriptors.

1.CIRCULAR BLURRED SHAPE MODELS
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2.RESULTS
•20 predefined plan files of
the Smart Draw software.
•20 old musical scores
from
a
collection
of
modern and old musical
scores (19th century) of
the Archive of the Seminar
of Barcelona.
•70 object categories from
the public MPEG7 binary
object data set.

3. CONCLUSIONS
We presented the Circular Blurred Shape Model descriptor. The descriptor codifies the spatial arrangement of object parts based on a prior blurring
degree. The descriptor has shown to be potentially useful to describe objects that may suffer from irregular deformations, such as the symbols that
appear in document analysis. The descriptor is learnt using a cascade of classifiers with Adaboost to discard non-object regions, and tested over
whole images, localizing the target objects. The symbol spotting procedure presented in this paper shown to robustly locate object instances in
documents, such as symbols in plans and old musical scores. Moreover, the presented descriptor also outperforms the state-of-the-art descriptors
when compared in multi-class object categorization problems.

